Dear Parents,
RIGKNO is proud to announce their association with School.
RIGKNO is an interactive web platform which helps students in identifying and understanding
their areas of interests at a personal level and encourage their creativity.

Why should you use RIGKNO?
Stay updated about upcoming tasks and events
As soon as a teacher gives out a new task (for eg: Homework, Test, Assignments ), you will
be notified and it gets added to the child's calendar along with other tasks and upcoming
events.
Connect with Teachers
Using the discussions feature, a parent can request a teacher's counsel and students can
get help or help other peers and teachers at any time.
Be part of your child's success
See your child participate in various groups and activities, know what interests them and
every achievement of your child will be shared by the Teachers or School with the entire
school community.

Why should you encourage your child to use RIGKNO?
With the increasing day-to-day contribution of technology in a student's life, RIGKNO will be
a platform that brings out curiosity in a child's mind and adds value in his academic growth
under the supervision of a teacher and a parent. RIGKNO being a controlled environment will
ensure that the child is not distracted unlike other social networking apps.

We believe that the contribution of a teacher and parent will go a long way in a child's overall
development and RIGKNO is the best platform that accomplishes this. RIGKNO was built by
keeping students in mind after taking inputs from many parents and teachers. It is our way of
giving back to the community.

Yours Sincerely,
Team RIGKNO
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Dear Parent,
The school wiJI be using RlGKNO for communicating about day-to-day tasks and school
activities, and improve learning using technology.
RIGKNO is being developed by Alumni of Sanghamitra School who have recently passed out from
IIT-ROORKEE. For a period of month we will be doing a piloting on a test process. Further updations and
improvements required shall be done in the course of piloting.
Kindly go through the attached pamphlet issued to understand the usage of RIGKNO platform to
know the above.
Note: An SMS will be sent regarding parental control implementation ill your mobiles and desktops.
D.Nageswara Rao - Principal
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